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METHOD FOR DETERMINING A PATTERN OF USE OF AN ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH

AND ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a method for determining a pattern of use of an electric

toothbrush, wherein the electric toothbrush comprises a drive shaft for coupling to a brush

part, an electric motor and a drive for providing a first motion of the drive shaft. The present

invention further relates to an electric toothbrush comprising a drive shaft for coupling to a

brush part, an electric motor, a drive for providing a first motion of the drive shaft.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

DE 196 27 752 A 1 discloses an electric toothbrush comprising a handle and a brush part. An

electric motor is located in the handle. A drive shaft protrudes from the handle and may be

coupled to the electric motor. A brush part can be attached to the handle. The brush part

further comprises a carrier for the bristles, which may be mechanically coupled to the drive

shaft. When in operation the carrier for the bristles performs a rotational motion as well as a

translational or swinging motion wherein the frequency of the swinging motion is larger than

the frequency of the rotational motion.

In order to avoid damages when the contact pressure between the bristles and the user's

teeth exceeds a certain predetermined value DE 196 27 752 A 1 further describes that the

swinging motion of the carrier for the bristles is interrupted when the contact pressure ex

ceeds a certain predetermined value. As the interruption of the swinging motion according to

DE 196 27 752 is achieved mechanically by disengaging an excentric providing the swinging

motion of the drive shaft an acoustical or optical signalling of the contact pressure exceeding

a critical value to the user is achieved by mechanically activating an electrical switch.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is thus an object of the present invention to provide a method and a toothbrush allowing a

simplified determination of a pattern of use of an electric toothbrush.
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It is another object of the present invention to provide a method and a toothbrush allowing a

simplified recognition of the contact pressure exceeding a certain predetermined value.

It is a further object of the invention to provide a method and an electric toothbrush having a

reduced number of parts, and in particular saving an electric switch for indicating an excess

contact force.

At least one of these objects is solved by a method for determining a pattern of use of an

electric toothbrush, wherein the electric toothbrush comprises a drive shaft for coupling to a

brush part, an electric motor and a drive for providing a first motion of the drive shaft,

wherein the method comprises the steps: measuring a characteristic parameter of the elec

tric motor, detecting a distinctive change of the characteristic parameter, and evaluating the

distinctive change.

The characteristic parameter of the electric motor well represents the pattern of use of the

toothbrush. For example the contact pressure of the brush exerted on the teeth acts on the

rotational speed of the brush. Changes in the characteristic parameter are indicating part icu

lar conditions of the brush and therefore allow for determining a pattern of use of the electric

toothbrush.

According to the present invention the pattern of use is thus determined by detection of d is

tinctive changes of the characteristic parameter due to a particular state of the toothbrush

rather than by a comparison of the absolute value of the characteristic parameter with a

threshold value.

In an embodiment of the invention the drive is arranged to provide a first motion and a sec

ond motion of the drive shaft wherein the drive is arranged such that the second motion is

interrupted when a predetermined contact pressure is exceeded.

In a particular further embodiment the first motion is a rotational motion and the second m o

tion is a swinging motion.

In an embodiment of an electric toothbrush used for implementing the method the rotational

motion and the swinging motion of the drive shaft are provided by a single electric motor and

a drive splitting in the rotational motion of the electric motor into a preferably oscillating rota

tional motion and a swinging motion of the drive shaft.
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In an embodiment of the invention the swinging motion in the sense of the present applica

tion is a translational motion or a pivoting motion of the drive shaft essentially in a direction

perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the drive shaft.

In a further embodiment the drive shaft is arranged such that it can be mechanically coupled

to a brush part comprising a carrier for bristles to which multiple bristles are attached.

During operation the electric motor via the drive provides for a rotational, preferably an osc il

lating rotational motion of the carrier for the bristles attached to the drive shaft and in add i

tion for a swinging motion of the carrier for the bristles parallel to the axis of rotation of the

carrier for the bristles such that the bristles carry out a picking motion further to their rota

tional motion.

In an embodiment the drive shaft is mounted such that it can be pivoted around a pivoting

point. The swinging motion of the drive shaft is then provided by an excentric being coupled

to the electric motor and engaging with the drive shaft or an element attached to the drive

shaft.

In an embodiment the excentric or an element connected to the excentric are spring biased

towards the drive shaft or an element connected to the drive shaft.

Whenever a torque is applied to the drive shaft in a direction perpendicular to the axis of

rotation and which exceeds the torque provided by the biasing spring the form fit or press fit

between the excentric and the drive shaft or an element coupled to the drive shaft is inter

rupted and thus the swinging motion of the drive shaft is stopped or interrupted. In this em

bodiment the force of the biasing spring predetermines the critical contact pressure between

the bristles and the user's teeth. When this critical contact force is exceeded the swinging or

translational motion of the drive shaft is interrupted.

In order to allow for a signalling to the user of the toothbrush when the critical contact pres

sure is exceeded the method according to an embodiment of the present invention measures

the characteristic parameter of the electric motor, detects a distinctive change in the charac

teristic parameter and evaluates the distinctive change.
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In an embodiment this detection and evaluation of a distinctive change in the characteristic

parameter makes an electric switch for signalling to the user redundant.

In an embodiment the characteristic parameter measured is the voltage induced by the elec

tric motor or its derivative. An induced voltage may either be measured directly or can be

derived from the electric motor equation when the other parameters of the equation are

known.

In an embodiment in which the electric motor is driven by a pulse-width modulation (PWM)

signal the voltage induced by the electric motor or its derivative may be measured in-

between two driving electric pulses.

In an alternative embodiment the characteristic parameter is the rotational frequency of the

electric motor or its derivative measured by means well known from the prior art, e.g. a mag

neto-restrictive rotational speed sensor.

The method according to an embodiment of the present invention can be used for applica

tions in which the electric motor is driven by a constant driving signal such that the rotational

frequency of the electric motor depends on the load applied to the motor. Alternatively it can

as well be used for applications in which the rotational frequency of the electric motor is kept

constant irrespective of the load applied to the motor, e.g. by a PID element (Proportional -

Integral - Derivative element).

In an embodiment using a pulse-width modulation signal for driving the electric motor while

keeping the rotational frequency of the electric motor constant the characteristic parameter

of the motor measured can be the duty factor of the pulse-with modulation signal or its d e

rivative. The duty factor of a pulse-width modulation signal in the sense of the present appli

cation is the time for which signal is on divided by the period of the signal. When the rota

tional frequency is kept constant the duty factor provides a clear indication for the load ap

plied to the motor.

In a further embodiment the characteristic parameter determined is the commutation f re

quency of the electric motor or its derivative being characteristic for its rotational frequency.
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In an embodiment it is assumed that the characteristic parameter of the electric motor well

represents its load and therefore is a measure for the contact pressure applied to the brush

and in turn via the drive to the motor.

E.g. the interruption of the translational motion of the drive shaft when the predetermined

contact pressure is exceeded leads to a distinctive change in the characteristic parameter

clearly identifying the interruption of the translational motion and thus the crossing of the

predetermined critical contact pressure.

In an embodiment the detection of a distinctive change of the characteristic parameter com

prises the steps: recording the characteristic parameter over time, and comparing the re

corded characteristic parameter with a predetermined progress of the characteristic parame

ter. Such comparison may for example the carried out by comparison of the measured and

recorded characteristic parameter to values stored in a look-up table or a comparison of a

stored progression of the characteristic parameter in form of an equation describing its d e

velopment over time or contact pressure.

Recording of the characteristic parameter may for example be carried out by storing the

measured value versus time in a storage.

Alternatively or additionally the method according to an embodiment of the invention may

comprise the steps of determining the slope of the characteristic parameter and detecting a

subsequent occurrence of slopes having opposite signs.

In a further embodiment the derivative, i.e. the slope, of one of the above mentioned pa

rameters may be measured directly as the characteristic parameter of the electric motor. The

changes in the characteristic parameter may then for example be detected as described

above by recording the parameter versus time.

Alternatively one may omit recordation of the parameter and detect the occurrence of a

change in sign of the derivative whenever occurring between two measurements.

For example in an embodiment the rotational frequency of the electric motor decreases

when the contact pressure is increased by a user of the toothbrush by pressing the bristles

to the teeth harder and harder. The rotational frequency decreases over time until the sw ing

ing motion provided by the electric motor via the drive is interrupted leading to a reduced
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overall load on the electric motor and thus to an increase of the rotational frequency of the

electric motor. Thus right after the interruption of the translational motion an increase of the

rotational frequency over time can be observed. As the two slopes of the rotational frequency

before and after interruption of the swinging motion are characteristic for the decoupling of

the swinging motion the determined slopes identify the excess of the critical contact pressure

and allow for a respective signalling to the user.

According to a further embodiment the distinctive changes of the characteristic parameter

are evaluated to determine a figure of merit for the usage of the toothbrush.

In an embodiment this figure of merit may be determined by evaluating or counting the num

ber of times at which a distinctive change, e.g. an excess of the critical contact pressure,

occurs. This number then forms the figure of merit. The lower it is the better the brush has

been used.

In a further embodiment the figure of merit is signalled to the user. In an embodiment this

may be realised by displaying the number of times at which the critical contact pressure had

been exceeded to the user at the end of each cycle of use, e.g. when finishing brushing of

the teeth.

In an alternative embodiment signalling of the figure of merit to the user is achieved by rep

resentation in the form of light emitting diodes (LEDs), wherein e.g. each diode represents a

certain threshold value. In an example a green LED denotes that the critical contact pressure

was never exceeded, an orange LED denotes that the critical contact pressure was ex

ceeded three times or less and a red LED denotes that the critical contact pressure was ex

ceeded more than three times.

At least one of the above objects is also solved by an electric toothbrush comprising a drive

shaft for coupling to a brush, an electric motor, a drive for providing a first motion of the drive

shaft, a measuring device arranged for measuring a characteristic parameter of the electric

motor, and a processor arranged for detecting a distinctive change of the characteristic p a

rameter and for evaluating the distinctive change.

In an embodiment the measuring device, the recorder and the processor are embodied in a

microcontroller.
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Insofar the above embodiments can at least partially be realised by a software controlled

processor it is apparent that a computer program which provides such control and a storage

medium on which such a computer program is stored are considered aspects of the inven

tion.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Further advantages, features and applications of the present invention will be apparent from

the following description of an embodiment and the accompanying figures.

Figure 1 shows a schematic cross-sectional view of an electric toothbrush according to the

present invention.

Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional view of the toothbrush in figure 1 along a line A-A.

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the rotational frequency over the contact pressure.

Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the duty factor of a pulse-width modulated driving

signal for the electric motor over the contact pressure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The electric toothbrush 1 depicted in figure 1 is provided for cleaning the teeth of a user, in

particular for removing plaque from the surfaces of the teeth.

The electric toothbrush comprises a handle 2 having an elongated approximately cylindrical

form. A brush part 3 may be attached to the handle 2 . While the diameter of the handle 2 is

chosen such that the user of the electric toothbrush 1 can hold it safely at the handle 2 . The

diameter of the brush part 3 is smaller than the diameter of the handle 2 for an enabling in

sertion of the brush part 3 in the mouth of the user.

At the free end of the brush part 3 numerous bristles 4 extend which may be used to clean

the teeth of the user.
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The handle 2 comprises a housing 5 in which a chassis 6 is located. The chassis 6 has an

elongated essentially cylindrical form and extends over almost the entire length of the hous

ing 5 and therefore the handle 2 .

The chassis 6 carries an electric motor 8 , an accumulator 9 as well as further electronic e le

ments such as a charging coil 10 and a controller 46. The chassis 6 furthermore comprises

an oscillating crank 11 being pivotable around a pivot axis 12. The crank 11 as well as the

pivot axis 12 is located in the part of the handle 2 facing to the brush part 3 . The crank 11

partially extends over the handle 2 .

Further parts of the crank 11 are a tube 13, a cantilever 14 and two carrying elements 15,

16. The tube 13 of the crank 11 extends through an opening 17 of the handle 2 wherein b e

tween the tube 13 and the housing 5 of the handle 2 an annular membrane 18 made of rub

ber is located in order to provide an elastic feed through of the tube 13 through the opening

in the handle 2 . The brush part 3 can be attached to the part of the tube 13 extending over

the housing 5 . The brush part 3 attached to the crank 11 extends the crank 11 towards the

bristles 4 .

In the tube 13 of the crank 11 a drive shaft 20 is located which at its end facing away from

the handle can be attached to a further shaft 23 mechanically connected to the bristles 4 .

The drive shaft 20 is mounted rotatably around an axis of rotation 2 1 in the tube 13 as well

as on the carrying element 15.

The pivot axis 12 of the crank 11 and the axis 2 1 of the drive shaft 20 are arranged approxi

mately orthogonal to each other of rotation.

The brush part 3 comprises a carrying tube 22 in which the brush shaft 23 is pivotably

mounted. When the brush part 3 is clipped on the housing 2 the brush shaft 23 is concentric

to the drive shaft 2 1 and the drive shaft 2 1 engages the brush shaft 23 in a recess 24 provid

ing a form fit transmission.

A shell 25 is located at the free end of the brush part 3 . A bristle carrier 26 comprising nu

merous bristles 4 is located in the shell 25. The bristle carrier 26 is pivotably mounted on an

axis 27. The axis 27 is approximately parallel to the bristles 4 and perpendicular to the brush

axis 23 as well as to the drive shaft 2 1 . There are two bevel gear segments such that an
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alternating rotational motion of the brush shaft 23 around the axis 2 1 can be transformed in

an alternating rotational motion of the bristle carrier 26 around the axis 27.

A four bar chain 30 is located between the crank 11 and the electric motor 8 in the handle 2 .

In order to form the four bar chain 30 the electric motor 8 comprises a motor shaft 3 1 which

is approximately parallel to the axis 2 1 of the drive shaft 20 and extends over the electric

motor 8 . The gear wheel 32 mounted to the motor shaft 3 1 is cogging a spur gear 33. The

spur gear 33 is rotatably mounted on a pin 35 on an axis 34. The pin 35 is mounted in a car

rying element 36 attached to the electric motor 8 .

The spur wheel 33 further comprises an eccentric crank being mounted to the spur wheel 33

in a distance from the axis 34. The shaft 37 is further rotatably mounted via connecting e le

ment 38 and a pin 39 in the carrying element 16 of the crank 11. The pin 39 is concentric to

the axis 34 formed by the pin 35.

On the shaft 37 a connection rod 40 is rotatably mounted. As depicted in figure 2 the con

necting rod 40 is pivotably mounted by a pin 4 1 to a driving shaft 42. The driving shaft 42 is

torque-proof mounted to the shaft 20 of the crank 11 between the tube 13 and the carrying

element 15.

On the motor shaft 3 1 of the electric motor 8 a ball bearing 43 is located. The ball bearing 43

comprises an eccentric inner ring 44 and a concentric outer ring 45. With the eccentric inner

ring 44 the ball bearing 43 is fitted on the motor shaft 3 1 . The eccentric inner ring 44 thus

operates as an excentric. The concentric outer ring 45 abuts on the cantilever 14 of the

crank 11.

The cantilever 14 of the crank 11 is spring biased against the outer ring 45 of the ball bear

ing 43. Thus when operating the electric motor 8 provides a rotational motion of the motor

shaft 3 1 in a single direction which is then transformed into an alternating rotational motion of

the drive shaft 20 and a simultaneously into a swinging motion of the drive shaft 20 around

the pivot axis 12.

The electric toothbrush is controlled by an electronic controller 46 comprising the necessary

elements for providing an electric drive signal to the motor 8 . The controller 46 furthermore
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provide the elements which are necessary to implement the method according to an em

bodiment of the invention. Furthermore the controller 46 controls the signalling of the user.

When the torque caused by the force acting on the carrier 26 for the bristles 4 exceeds the

torque caused by the biasing force pressing the cantilever 14 towards the outer ring 45 of

the ball bearing 43 the engagement between the excentric formed by the ball bearing 43 and

the cantilever 14 is interrupted such that the swinging motion of the drive shaft 20 around the

pivot axis 12 in turn is also interrupted.

This interruption of the swinging motion of the drive shaft 20 is now used for a signalling to

the user of the toothbrush 1 that a critical contact force of the bristles with the user's teeth is

crossed by measuring and analysing a characteristic parameter of the electric motor over

time, wherein the analysis comprises the steps of detecting distinctive changes of the char

acteristic parameter and evaluating those changes.

In a first embodiment the electric motor 8 is powered by a constant pulse-width modulation

signal and the back EMF, i.e. the voltage induced by the electric motor 8 is measured as the

characteristic parameter during subsequent points in time for which the pulse-width modu

lated signal is low. The induced voltage as a characteristic parameter of the electric motor is

a good measure for the rotational frequency of the electric motor 8 .

In figure 3 the induced voltage Uιnd is plotted over the contact pressure Fc applied to the bris

tle carrier 26. Assuming that the contact pressure is increased linearly over time the axis

could also denote time. Disregarding any effects when switching on the electric toothbrush it

is assumed that the bristles are initially brought in engagement with the teeth of the user with

a moderate force leading to a level of the induced voltage I d 100. Assuming that the con

tact pressure Fc is then increased the induced voltage L in section 110 of the graph plotted

in figure 3 decreases providing the graph with a negative slope. When the torque induced by

the contact pressure Fc exceeds the torque induced by the biasing force of the spring push

ing the cantilever 14 towards the outer ring 45 of the ball bearing 43 the engagement be

tween the excentric and the cantilever 14 is interrupted. When this occurs the swinging m o

tion of the drive shaft stops leading to a situation in which the torque of the electric motor is

entirely transferred to the rotational motion of the brush. This in turn leads to an increasing

rotational frequency and to an increase of the induced voltage L denoted by 120 in figure

3 . If the contact pressure between the bristles and the user's teeth is further increased at a

certain stage the rotational frequency and thus the voltage induced by the electric motor 8
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drops again if the contact pressure is further increased. This further drop in the voltage in

duced is denoted by 130 in figure 3 .

According to this embodiment of the invention the induced voltage Uιnd is recorded over time

and from the recorded curve which corresponds to the plot in figure 3 a characteristic behav

iour, i.e. a distinctive change in the slope, is detected which unambiguously identifies the

interruption of the swinging motion of the drive shaft 20. In the example shown the identifying

portions of the plot are the subsequent sections 110 and 120 having a negative slope fo l

lowed by positive slope.

In another embodiment the change of a curvature of the graph recorded for the characteristic

parameter, i.e. Uιnd , can be taken to identify the interruption of the swinging motion of the

drive shaft.

In order to be able to clearly identify the bits of the graph which are characterising for the

interruption of the swinging motion, and thus for an increase of the contact pressure over a

predetermined critical pressure the electronic controller 46 of the toothbrush depicted in f ig

ure 1 comprises a memory 47 in which the characterising bit of the graph identifying the in

terruption of the swinging motion is stored and during operation of the toothbrush the re

corded characteristic parameter over time is compared to the stored values.

In an alternative embodiment the rotational frequency of the electric motor of the toothbrush

1 is kept constant and the duty factor of the pulse-width modulation signal supplied to drive

the electric motor 8 is measured and recorded over time as the characteristic parameter of

the electric motor. The duty factor determined is defined as the ratio between the time over

which the signal is high divided by the period of the oscillatory signal. In this embodiment the

electric toothbrush comprises a PID element for controlling the rotational frequency of the

electric motor. When the contact pressure between the bristles 4 and the user's teeth is in

creased this leads to a decrease in the rotational frequency of the electric motor. In order to

compensate for this decrease the duty factor of the pulse-width modulation signal is in

creased. This is clearly depicted in figure 4 in which duty factor D is plotted over the contact

pressure Fc applied to the bristles. As before assuming that the contact pressure is linearly

increased over time the X-axis could also be denoted as time.

After initially bringing the bristles in engagement with the teeth at point 200 the duty factor D

is increased in section within increasing contract pressure. When the critical contact pres-
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sure defined by the mechanical biasing of the cantilever 14 toward the excentric 43 is reach

the rotational frequency would start to increase but is compensated by a decrease on the

duty factor of the pulse-width modulation signal as depicted by section 220 of plot in figure 4 .

If the contact pressure is further increased at a certain point in time this leads to the rota

tional frequency starting to drop again which is then compensated by a further increase of

the duty factor of the pulse-width modulation signal denoted by 230 in figure 4 .

As described before for the induced voltage Uιnd as the characteristic parameter the interrup

tion of the swinging motion of the drive shaft 20 is again identified by a characteristic devel

opment of the recorded duty factor around the point in time at which the swinging motion is

interrupted.

The dimensions and values disclosed herein are not to be understood as being strictly lim

ited to the exact numerical values recited. Instead, unless otherwise specified, each such

dimension is intended to mean both the recited value and a functionally equivalent range

surrounding that value. For example a dimension disclosed as "40 mm" is intended to mean

"about 40 mm".
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method for determining a pattern of use of an electric toothbrush (1),

wherein the electric toothbrush (1) comprises a drive shaft (20) for coupling to a

brush part (3), an electric motor (8) and a drive for providing a first motion of the drive

shaft (20),

wherein the method comprises the steps:

measuring a characteristic parameter of the electric motor (8),

detecting a distinctive change of the characteristic parameter, and

evaluating the distinctive change.

2 . A method according to claim 1, wherein the drive is arranged to provide a first motion

and a second motion of the drive shaft (20), wherein the drive is arranged such that

the second motion is interrupted when a predetermined contact pressure of the tooth

brush is exceeded.

3 . A method according to claim 2 , characterised in that the first motion is a rotational

motion and the second motion is a swinging motion.

4 . A method according to claims 1 to 3 , characterised in that the characteristic parame

ter is the voltage induced by the electric motor (8) or its derivative.

5 . A method according to claims 1 to 3 , characterised in that the characteristic parame

ter is the rotational frequency of the electric motor (8) or its derivative.

6 . A method according to claims 1 to 3 , characterised in that the characteristic parame

ter is the duty factor of a pulse-width modulation signal supplied to drive the electric

motor (8) or its derivative.

7 . A method according to claims 1 to 3 , characterised in that the characteristic parame

ter is the commutation frequency of the electric motor (8) or its derivative.

8 . A method according to claims 1 to 7 , characterised in that it further comprises the

steps: recording the characteristic parameter, and comparing the recorded character

istic parameter with a predetermined progress of the characteristic parameter.
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9 . A method according to claims 1 to 8 , characterised in that it comprises the steps:

determining the slope of the characteristic parameter, and

detecting a subsequent occurrence of slopes having opposite signs.

10 . A method according to claims 1 to 9 , characterised in that evaluating the distinctive

change comprises a signalling to the user when a distinctive change of the character

istic parameter is detected.

11. A method according to claims 1 to 10, characterised in that evaluating the distinctive

change comprises a derivation of a figure of merit for the usage of the toothbrush ( 1 ) .

12 . A computer program for execution of a method according to one of claims 1 to 11.

13 . A computer readable data storage containing a computer program according to claim

12.

14. A microcontroller on which a computer program according to claim 12 is loaded.

15. An electric toothbrush (1) comprising

a drive shaft (20) for coupling to a brush part (3),

an electric motor (8),

a drive for providing a first motion of the drive shaft (20),

a measuring device arranged for measuring a characteristic parameter of the electric

motor (8),

a processor arranged for detecting a distinctive change of the characteristic parame

ter and for evaluating the distinctive change.
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